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Experimental set-up 
 

° Fixed target experiment 
° Charged particles registered 
° Nearly 4π coverage 
° Tbeam  (0.1÷ 2)A GeV 
° Magnetic field B=0.6 T  
 

Detectors 
 

Drift chambers    ° CDC (22°<θ<105°) 
                               °  Helitron (7°<θ<30°) 
 
ToF detectors       ° Barrel (56°<θ<100°)  
                               ° RPC (28°<θ<52°)                                                                                                                              
                ° Plastic Wall (8°<θ<30°) 
                               ° Zero Degree (1°<θ<7°) 
  

Physics topics 
° Nuclear fragmentation 
° Pion production 
° Production of strange particle (K, Ʌ,φ) 
° Investigation of flow 

FOPI experiment GSI (Darmstadt) 
                     FOPI spectrometer @SIS18 



CDC (Central Drift Chamber) 
° Gas mixture  Ar - 88 %   
                        iso-C4H10  - 10 % 
                        CH4  - 2 % 
° Position resolution  300 µm – xy plane 
                                        5cm – z direction  
                                             

FOPI experiment GSI (Darmstadt) 
                    FOPI spectrometer @SIS18 

p      p = (0.15÷1.5) GeV/c 
d      p = (0.25÷1.5) GeV/c  
π+     p = (0.1÷0.75) GeV/c  
π-     p = (0.1÷3) GeV/c  

Particle identification in CDC  



FOPI experiment GSI (Darmstadt) 
    Al+Al and Ni+Ni experiments  

Experiment  Al+Al  
 

Beam           27Al+13 

° Tbeam             1.9A GeV 
° Ibeam                    ~105 ions  per spill 
Target          27Al  
Centrality     15% most central 
° Ϭtrig                  ≈220 mb 
° bmax                ≈2.2 fm                         

 

Experiment  Ni+Ni  
 

Beam           58Ni+28 

° Tbeam             1.9A GeV 
° Ibeam                    ~107 ions  per spill 
Target          58Ni (95%) 
Centrality     50% most central 
° Ϭtrig                  ≈1530 mb 
° bmax                ≈7 fm                         

 Phase space coverage of the  CDC in transverse momentum vs. rapidity plane 

σπ+= 5 MeV/c 

σπ- = 6 MeV/c 

σp  = 6 MeV/c 



Two-particle correlation function 
                                                Introduction 

 
Theoretical two-particle correlation function is defined as the ratio of the probability  

to measure simultaneously two particle with momenta p1 and p2 and the product of the  

corresponding single-particle probabilities  

1 + С 𝑝1, 𝑝2 =
𝑃12 𝑝1, 𝑝2

𝑃1 𝑝1 ⋅ 𝑃2 𝑝2
 

Experimental two-particle correlation function is calculated from the ratio of true and 

background yields 

1 + С 𝑝1, 𝑝2 = 𝑁
 𝑌12,𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝1, 𝑝2
 𝑌12,𝑚𝑖𝑥 𝑝1, 𝑝2

 

Ytrue(p1,p2)     true yield, where particle 1 and 2 taken from the same event     

Ymix(p1,p2)      the uncorrelated background,  where particle 1 and 2 were taken  

                         from the different events 

N                      normalization factor 

 

The correlation function is projected onto the relative momentum q,  calculated in c.m.    

 
𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣 =

1

2
∣ 𝑝1 − 𝑝2 ∣ 



Two-particle correlation function 
                                       Parameterization 
  

 
One dimensional parameterization 

 
                         1 + 𝐶 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣, 𝑃 = 1 +exp(- 4 ∙ 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣

2 ∙ 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑣
2 (𝑃))           chaotic source  

                         1 + 𝐶 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣, 𝑃 = 1 + λ(P )∙ exp(- 4 ∙ 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣
2 ∙ 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑣

2 (𝑃))     real source  

 

𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣 =
1

2
∙∣ 𝑝1 − 𝑝2 ∣    relative total momentum 

P = ∣ 𝑝1 + 𝑝2 ∣        total  momentum  

λ - fraction of femtoscopic pairs, incoherence factor 

 
Coulomb correction  by  Bowler-Synyukov procedure  

                                    
                         1 + 𝐶 𝑞, 𝑃 = 1−λ(P) + λ(P)∙ 𝐾𝑐(𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣) ∙ 𝐶𝑞𝑠(𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣) 
 

Kc  = 2 ∙π ∙η/(exp [ -2 ∙π ∙η ]-1)        two-pion Coulomb wave function  

η= mπ ∙ α / 2 ∙ qinv                             squared over a spherical Gaussian  

                                                           source of fixed radius   

𝐶𝑞𝑠 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣, 𝑃 = 1 +exp(- 4 ∙ 𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑣
2 ∙ 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑣

2 (𝑃))     quantum-statistical part 



Two protons correlation function 

° The experimental  result is in line with the 

   previous data 

   *) FOPI Collaboration (R. Kotte et al.), (cent) 

        Eur. Phys. J. A 6,  (1999) 185 

 

° The attractive singlet S-wave interaction 

  between the two coincident protons give rise 

   to  a peak at relative momentum of   

   q ≈ 23 MeV/c 

 

 

 

° The Koonin-like model with soft potential 

   parameters for protons does not reproduce data 

   well 



Two identical  π+π+  and  π˗π˗  correlation function 

                            System size and centrality dependence  

Rinv  

 Al+Al  

at 1.9A GeV 

π+π+ 3.01±0.15sys±0.02stat 

π˗π˗ 3.25±0.16sys±0.03sys 

Ni+Ni  

at 1.9A GeV 

π+π+ 3.68±0.15sys±0.02stat 

π˗π˗ 3.88±0.16sys±0.03stat 

Centrality dependence 



Two identical  π+π+  and  π˗π˗  correlation function 
                                           Total kinetic energy dependence  

° The similar radius of π+  and π˗  source  

    (for the same ranges of set) 
 

° The source radius decrease  with  kinetic energy   

    

°  σ/σtot  →  ˂b˃  ≈  Rinv (at highest energies) 

 



Two identical  π+π+  and  π˗π˗  correlation function 
                            Total transverse momentum  dependence  

° The similar radius of π+  and π˗  source  

    (for the same ranges of set) 
 

° The source radius decrease with total momentum   

    

°  σ/σtot  →  ˂b˃ ≈ Rinv (at highest total momentum) 

  



Two identical  π+π+  and  π˗π˗  correlation function 
                                                             Incoherence factor  λ 

°  Similar values for π+π+  and π˗π˗ , for bough systems 

°  Factor  λ decrease with transverse momentum (saturation ?)  

   



Conclusions and outlook 

 
° Large sample of  π+π+  and  π˗π˗ pairs for Al+Al and Ni+Ni collisions at 1.9A GeV 

  obtained by FOPI collaboration 

 

° Two pin source radius shown system-size dependence (Rni  > RAL, R ≈ 𝐴𝑝𝑎𝑟
1/3

  ) 

 

° Source radius decrease with energy and transverse momentum  (high-energy first 

  generation source smaller to source of  secondary generation of pions) 

 

° 3D analysis in progress 

 

° dd analysis in progress 

  

 

 

    

 

Thank you for attention !!!! 


